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The Disposable Issue
By William V. Shannon
(Excerpted from the N.Y. Times)
One day last week President Ford flew into Cincinnati
through a dense smog to dedicate the National Environmental
Research Center. Although a pollution alert was in effect,
Ford delivered a speech that thickened the air with additional
noxious materials.
It is time for a "detente with nature,"
the President said.
But it was soon apparent that he was
offering nature the kind of disarmament agreement that Leonid
Brezhnev would never buy.
There is no evidence that protecting the nation's air,
land and water retards the economy. On the contrary, a sound
ec9nomy can only be based on an understanding of nature's
resources and limits. But once a politician starts to
"weigh" dirty air against additional jobs or to explain how
industrial progress at the cost of only a few thousand extra
cases of emphysema would boost the gross national product,
there is no doubt that he is on the side of the polluters.
The President, who on most days of the week is able to
regard the miseries of the unemployed with remarkable
fortitude, bordering on indifference, remembers them only
when the claims of the environment are urged upon him.
"Unemployment is as real and as sickening a blight as any
pollutant that threatens this nation," he cried out to the
chemical-laden skies over Cincinnati.
Throughout his eleven months in office, Ford has shown
that he regards the environment as a throwaway, "no deposit
no return" issue. He has avoided environmentalists who
might challenge his disastrous policies. He found time to
meet with industrialists, cattlemen, and lumbermen not to
mention assorted golfers and football players. But he steadfastly refused to meet with the heads of the nation's leading
conservation organizations even though environmental issues
are -- next to world peace -- the most important problems facing
mankind.

